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Stefanie Linser holds a PhD in natural sciences and an MSc in forestry sciences. She is a recognised expert on indicators for sustainable forest management. She actively participates in the
Austrian Forest Dialogue and its Working Group on Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management since its inauguration in April 2003. She co-coordinates the improvement process of the
Austrian Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management since 2010. In 2011 and in 2015/16 she
has updated the underlying data in all factsheets and provided indicative assessments whether
the targets set have been reached or not.

The Austrian set of C&I for SFM
The first set was developed in a very broad participatory process in 2004 and has since then regularly been improved and updated according to emerging issues and policy needs by a smaller
Group of experts (Indicator Working Group). The Austrian Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management presently consist of 32 FOREST EUROPE indicators and additional 32 national SFM
indicators focusing on issues of particular importance for Austria, like for instance protection forests, illegal logging, certification, contractual nature conservation, well-being, innovations, associations of forest owners or Austria’s international responsibility for SFM.
Year

Number of
Indicators

Available
data

Threshols
& Targets

2004

345

-

-

2005

92

42

-

2006

97

65

47

2009

72

49

54

2011

70

67

67

2014

74

71

71

2015

62

60

58

2016

64

55

60

Table: The Austrian indicator process
Data, trends, agreed threshold degrees, targets and assessments are available for all indicators.
The report in German contains an English summary (see below). Furthermore, 15 key indicators
were extracted from the set and presented in a brochure which is available in several languages
(see below).

English Summary of the Austrian Set of Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management
No.

Ind.
No.

Name of indicator

Targets

Criterion 1: Contribution of Austrian Forests to Climate Protection
1

1.1

Forest area

1) No decreases in the total Austrian forest area (reference year 2000/02)
2) Increase in forest areas in regions poor in forest (reference year
2000/02)

2

1.2

Growing stock

The overall growing stock of the reference period 2000/02 should not decrease

3

1.3

Age structure and diameter distribution

1) At least the share of areas with older forests > 100 years in commercial
forests should be maintained (reference year 2000/02)
2) In the long term 2.5 % of the total number of stems are to have a diameter > 50 cm

4

1.4

Carbon stock

The carbon stock in the forest biomass is not to decrease

Criterion 2: Forest Ecosystem Health and Vitality
5

2.1

Deposition of air pollutants

1) Decline in deposition of air pollutants
2) No exceedance of the critical levels of air pollutant concentrations

6

2.2

Soil condition

Reduction of the share of degraded or contaminated soils (reference year
2006/07)

7

2.3

Defoliation & analysis of
needles/leaves

1) Decrease in the defoliation classes 2, 3 and 4.
2) Reduction of the share of permanent sample plots with threshold exceedances (reference year 2010).

8

2.4

Forest damage

Production forest:
 Bark-peeling damage: Number of stems showing bark-peeling damage:
> 93 % of the stems should not be affected by bark peeling; the aim is
therefore an at least 10 % reduction in the number of stems affected by
bark peeling by the year 2025 (reference year 2000/02); in the categories “Juvenile stage II“ and “pole stage” a reduction by 15 % is aimed at
 Intensity of peeling: > 96 % of the forest are to have a bark-peeling intensity of < 1/3 of the number of trees/stems, i.e. a reduction by approximately 10 % by 2025 (reference year 2000/02) is aimed at.
 Browsing damage: > 60 % of the forest area requiring regeneration are
not to show any browsing damage, which means that the areas suffering
damage due to browsing should be reduced by 10 % by the year 2025
(reference year 2000/02).
 Injuries caused by harvesting: Reduction by 10 % compared to the reference year 2000/02.
 Damage due to forest pasture: Continuous reduction.
Productive protection forest:
 Bark-peeling damage: The percentage share of peeled stems is to be
less than 5 % of the total number of stems.
 Browsing damage: The share of the area requiring regeneration with
game damage from browsing parameters and the target-performance
comparison is to be less than 10 %.
 Restraint factor forest pasture: The share in the restraint factors for forest pasture is to be less than 10 %.

1) Adherence to the compulsory targets of the Emission ceilings-Air-Law
(EG-L)

9

2.5

NOx, NH3, Volatile Organic
Compounds (NMVOC),
SO2 and heavy metal
emissions

Emission ceilings in thousand tonnes [Gg]:
SO2: 39
NOX: 103
NMVOC: 159
NH3: 66
2) Decline in emissions of heavy metals

Criterion 3: Productive and Economic Functions of Austrian Forests

10

3.1

Increment and fellings

1) Increase of the average annual timber utilisation to 80 % of the increment
2) Average annual timber utilisation of at least 85% of the increment (including natural losses)

Roundwood

Increase of the total volume felled to 18.5 million cubic metres of timber
harvested in the 5-year average.

Non-wood goods

In assumption of a higher awareness for regional and organic products in
society:
1) 10–20% higher rate of marketed non-timber products by 2015 (reference year 2015)
2) 10–20% higher rate of marketed non-timber products by 2020 (reference year 2015)

3.4

Services

1) Explicit increase (+20%) in the sustainable tourism offer (“soft tourism”)
and of infrastructure facilities, renting & leasing as well as education and
training opportunities by 2015
2) Explicit increase (+20%) in the sustainable tourism offer (“soft tourism”)
and of infrastructure facilities, renting & leasing as well as education and
training opportunities by 2015

3.5

1) Increase of the share of forest areas managed under a forest management plan or an equivalent plan
Forests under management
2) Increase of the number and surface of the area covered by the manplans
agement plans supported under the Austrian Rural Development Programme

15

3.6

Satisfaction of the timber
demand from Austrian
forests

1) 70% satisfaction of the timber demand (incl. firewood) from Austrian
forests
2) 65% satisfaction of the timber demand for the material use from Austrian forests

16

3.7

Forest Plans

40 Forest Plans until 2020

17

3.8

Illegal logging

1) No timber from illegal logging
2) No forest law infringement
3) Execution of forest law infringement

18

3.9

Certified forest area

Certification of the commercial forests (3.367 million hectares), i.e. all
forest areas that are actively managed so the wood can be marketed as
certified.

11

12

13

14

3.2

3.3

Criterion 4: Biological Diversity in Austrian Forests
1) Raising the shares of land covered with rare native tree species (e.g.
fir) compared to the reference year 2000/02.

19

4.1

Tree species composition

2) Raising the share of broad-leaved trees compared to the reference year
2000/02.
3) Maintenance of the share of shrubs in forests and shrub areas compared to the reference year 2000/02.
4) Maintenance of the share of mountain pine and green alder in unproductive protection forests compared to the reference year 2000/02

1) Reduction of the areas without, but in need of, regeneration, both in
production and in protection forests, compared to the reference year
2000/02
20

4.2

Regeneration

2) Increase in the existing regeneration areas in protection forests by
50000 hectares by the year 2012, compared to the reference year
2000/02
3) Increase in the existing regeneration areas in protection forests by 50000
hectares by the year 2020, compared to the reference year 2000/02

21

4.3

Naturalness

Entire reduction of the “artificial” forest area by 2020
1) No introduced, invasive tree species or plant species in the shrub and
herb layer

22

4.4

Introduced tree species

2) No new occurrences of invasive tree species and invasive plant species
in the shrub and herb layer (this means no increase of the affected forest
areas)
3) Use of financial subsidies for the prevention of immigration and expansion of invasive neobiota

23

4.5

Deadwood

Maintenance of the ecologically valuable volume of standing deadwood
(>20 cm BHD) of at least 3 m³/ hectare in production forests
1) Maintenance of the number and areas of gene reserve forests as well
as increase for rare origins

24

25

4.6

4.7

Genetic resources

Fragmentation

2) Maintenance and tending of seed orchards. Utilisation of those orchards whenever seed harvesting is possible. This applies particularly
to the harvesting of seeds of rare and endangered tree species
Share of forest area
from 30 to 100 km2
from 100 to 500 km2
More than 500 km2

in 2008
12 %
27 %
38 %

Target until 2020
15 %
30 %
40 %

No intensification of the hazardous situation for individual biotopes, animal
and plant species:
26

4.8

Threatened forest species

1) No deterioration in terms of classification
2) Improvement where possible.
1) Increase of the percentage of the area ratio of class 1.2 up to 1 % of
the total forest area

27

4.9

Protected forests

2) Increase of the percentage of the area ratio of class 1.3 up to 4 % of the
total forest area
3) Increase of the percentage of the area ratio of class 1.3 up to 12 % of
the total forest area

Naturalness of tree species composition

28

4.10

29

4.11

Forest related biodiversity
index

30

4.12

Natura 2000

1) Reduction of areas having a tree species composition deviating from
the potential natural vegetation by 10 % by the year 2020 (for each forest community)
2) Over 50 % canopy cover of the tree species characteristic of forest
communities in the total canopy cover in all forest communities (this is
called a natural tree species composition) by 2050.
1) Forest related biodiversity index = 100 (optimal condition)
2) No decrease of the biodiversity scores of the various sub-indicators
1) In forests located Natura 2000 areas with management plans: 100%
2) Use of the respective financial subsidies

1) Safeguarding of the existing areas under contractual nature conservation also upon expiration of the contracts and financial funding

31

4.13

Contractual nature conservation

32

4.14

Natural Forest Reserves

On about 10 000 ha of forest area, coverage of all forest communities in
Austria by 2020

33

4.15

Areas of forests with special traditional management types

No reduction (reference year 2000/02).

2) Extension of the contractual nature conservation areas as a contribution
of forestry to the maintenance and improvement of forest habitats and forest species according to the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020

Criterion 5: Protective Functions of Austrian Forests
5.1

Protective forests - soil,
water and other ecosystem functions

No soil movements in productive protection forests

35

5.2

Protective forests – infrastructure and managed
natural resources

Need for action in object-protecting forests until 2020: Raising the share of
“green” areas (no measures for improvement needed, continuous tending
possible) from 41 % to 45% and reduction of the percentage of “red” areas
(measures for improvement urgently needed) from 24 % to 20 % by the
year 2020.

36

5.3

Subsidies concerning protective forests

37

5.4

Water conservation areas
in forests

38

5.5

District forestry framework
plans for protective forests

34

1) No decrease of the subsidies
2) Full utilisation of the subsidies
-

Criterion 6: Social and Economic Functions of Austrian Forests
39

40

6.1

6.2

Forest holdings

Contribution of the forest
sector to GDP

1) Increasing the value-adding of the forest sector (forest and timber
management) to maintain the contribution of the sector to the GDP to
6 billion euro until 2010
2) Increase to 8 billion euro until 2015
3) Increase to 9 billion euro until 2020

41

42

6.3

6.4

Net revenue

Expenditures for services

Annual increase of the real revenue (with regard to the allowable cut)
1) 10 % increase of the expenditures for services to maintain ecosystem
services by 2015 (for nature conservation and protection forests) (Reference year 2005)
2) 15 % increase of the expenditures for services to maintain ecosystem
services by 2020 (for nature conservation and protection forests) (Reference year 2005)
1) The workforce of employees and civil servants with forest education
(as of 2004) should be maintained in the private sector and for public
servants.

43

6.5

Forest sector workforce

2) The workforce of employees and civil servants with forest education (as
of 2013) has to be maintained in the private sector and for public servants
3) The workforce of forest workers (as of 2004) should be maintained.
4) The workforce of forest workers (as of 2013) should to be maintained.

1) Reduction of occupational accidents over the medium term.
44

6.6

Occupational safety and
health

- For self-employed persons
- For employees
2) No fatal accidents
1) Increase in the consumption of wood for energy by up to 10% by the
year 2015 (reference year 2000)
2) Stabilization in the consumption of wood for energy on the level of 2013

45

6.7

Wood consumption

3) Increase in the consumption of wood as a material by up to 10% by the
year 2015 (reference year 2000)
4) Increase in the consumption of wood as a material by up to 10% by the
year 2025 (reference year 2000)
1) 10 % increase in the foreign trade surplus by 2010 (reference year 2005

46

6.8

Trade in wood

2) 10% increase in the foreign trade surplus by 2015 (reference year 2005)
3) 10% increase in the foreign trade surplus by 2020 (reference year 2005

47

48

6.9

6.10

Energy from wood resources
Accessibility for recreation

1) Stabilization of the share of wood energy on the total energy consumption on the level of 2014
2) Plus 40 PJ wood energy sources by 2015 (reference year 2005).
No marked increase in permanently banned forest areas (increase <= 10%
of the areas banned in the reference year 2005).
1) 400 activities per year, 2016-2022 at least 2 500 activities

49

6.11

Cultural and spiritual values 2) 5 700 participants per year, 2016-2022 at least 40 000 participants
3) Addressed forest area after 20 seminars: 90 000 ha

50

6.12

Public awareness and
participation of the public

No increase of subsidies for the promotion of public relation
1) Increase in research expenditure “forest – wood” (inflation-adjusted)
2a) Increase in the numbers of participants and graduates of forestspecific institutions (without BOKU University) by 10 % (reference year
2005)

51

6.13

Research, training and
further training

2b) Continuation of the forest-specific education and training courses and
number of students at BOKU University (reference year 2014)
3) Increasing number of advanced trainings and related numbers of participants
4) Increasing number of participants of the “forest biodiversity project”

course
Increase in the share of thinning
52

6.14

Shares of the exploitation
types

- in private forests
- in forest enterprises
- at the Austrian Federal Forests (ÖBf AG)

53

54

6.15

Availability of a permanent
Forest Forum

6.16

Awareness raising about
the importance and health
effects of forests

Regular activities of the Forest Forum
1) Maintenance or increase of the amount of forest education events in
schools
2) Increase of the registered forest pedagogics with a forestry background
3) Increase of the Green Care WOOD projects

55

6.17

Development of the
roundwood and sawnwood
prices

At least average annual price increases (reference year 2005) to the
amount of the consumer price index.

56

57

58

6.18

Share of sawnwood in the
assortment of the products
of cutting

6.19

Forest area represented
by associations of forest
owners, their members as
well as the volume of timber marketed

6.20

Networks of test forest
enterprises (“foresteconomic monitoring”) in
private forests and in enterprises

Percentage of sawn roundwood in the volume felled: At least two thirds.
1) Increase in the amount of timber marketed to 4 million cubic metres of
timber harvested until 2010
2) Increase in the amount of timber marketed to 4 million cubic metres of
timber harvested until 2015
3) Increase in the amount of timber marketed to 4 million cubic metres of
timber harvested until 2020
Maintenance or increase of the number of enterprises participating to extend content and volume in large and small forests and provide international comparability
1) Increase of the amount of Austrian partners/consortia in the research
programme EIP-AGRI

59

6.21

Innovations in the forest
and wood sector

2) No decrease of the subsidies for innovations in forestry
3) Research projects shall continue to contribute to successful patent
aplications

Criterion 7: Austria’s International Responsibility for SFM

60

7.1

Number of and budget of
development cooperation
projects with a focus on
SFM

61

7.2

Austrian contribution to an
international and multilateral Forest Governance

7.3

Public funds for forest
related international organisations and for the
participation of Austrian
experts in forest related
international bodies,
boards or committees

62

Increase of the number of projects and of the budget, according to the 4th
Global Objective on Forests: to raise additional funds for the development
cooperation in forestry
Continuous priority setting of the Austrian policy towards a global sustainable forest management

1) Maintenance or increase of the budget, depending on the available
public funds
2) At least constant participation in forest-relevant, international committees and meetings
Implementation of the related EU Regulations in such a way that Austria
gives no reason to the EC to initiate infringement procedures

63

7.4

Austrian contribution to
combat illegal logging

64

7.5

Forest-sector related bi- and multilateral co-operation
agreements (signed)

Austria provides no incentives for operators to place illegally harvested
timber on the market

Austrria's Head
dline Ind
dicators
on SF
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Informa
ation based on the Aus
strian Crite-ria and Indicators for Sustain
nable Forestt
ement
Manage
These crriteria and indicators werre developed
d
for Austrria on the basis of the Pa
an-European
Criteria a
and Indicatorrs1 to illustrate to what
extent th
he objective of
o sustainablle forest man
nagementt is being ach
hieved.
The crite
eria describe the differentt aspects of
sustaina
ability. With th
he help of the
e indicators
the chan
nges over tim
me can be me
easured and
assessed for each crriterion. Indic
cators show
how well the requirem
ments speciffied by the
criteria a
are met and thus
t
serve as
s the basis o
of
the reporting system.
Criteria:
1: Contrribution of Austrian
A
fore
ests to climate pro
otection
2: Health and vitalitty of Austria
an forests
3: Produ
uctivity and economic aspects
a
of
Austrian
n forests

Large stock
ks of wood (Indicator 1.2)
With
W 1,135 million m³, the stocks in wo
ood have
re
eached a record level. Wiith an averag
ge 354
m³/hectare,
m
sm
mall private fforests have the larges
st stock of all ownership ttypes.
Th
he increase in stocks is nnot only a co
onsequ
uence of the growth in arrea, but is als
so due to
a significant in
ncrease in foorests themse
elves.

4: Biodiversity in Austria's
A
fore
ests
5: Prote
ective functions of Austtria's forests
s
6: Socia
al and econo
omic aspectts of Austria
an
forests
7: Austrria's international respo
onsibility forr
sustaina
able forest managemen
m
nt

A country rich in forests (Ind
dicator 1.1)
In Austria, forest land
d has increas
sed for decades. It ccovers aboutt 4 million he
ectares, a fig ure whicch corresponds to 47.6% of the whole
e
Austrian territory and
d exceeds the EU averag
ge
of 42 %.

c
Forests are our most iimportant carbon
or 1.4)
siink (Indicato
Surveys prove
e that forestss absorb by far
f more
ca
arbon than th
hey release. In earlier rep
porting
ye
ears on the Climate
C
Convvention (1990 to
20
012) forests have alwayss acted as ca
arbon
sinks. These sinks
s
corresppond to up to
o 25 % of
Austria's annu
ual greenhouuse gas emis
ssions.

1

FOREST EUR
ROPE – Ministerial Conference
C
on the Protection
P
of Forest
sts
in Europe

Wood
W
increm
ment exceeeds consumption
(In
ndicator 3.1))
Since the first surveys of tthe nineteen sixties
th
he quantity off wood we coonsumed has always
be
een below th
he incrementt. Presently th
he annuall increment amounts
a
to aapproximately
y 30.4
million
m
cubic metres,
m
of whhich 25.9 million cubiic metres are
e utilised.

The carb
bon balance of forests is the by far
most imp
portant factor of influence
e on the
greenhouse balance of the entire
e land-use
sector.
As a result of the hig
gher degree of
o utilisation
the net ssink of forests has, over the
t past few
years, clearly decrea
ased comparred to the fig-ures of the nineteen nineties. How
wever, the
wood wh
hich is utilised has a positive effect on
n
the greenhouse gas balance also
o in the balance of tthe timber prroduct stock from domesttic
felling (ssawnwood, panels, paperr) and, indirectly, via the substittution of prod
ducts made o
of
other raw
w materials (e.g.
(
concrete
e, steel, plasstic).

Diversity
D
of tree speciees compos
sition
(In
ndicator 4.1))
Fo
or decades the trend in A
Austria's fore
est manag
gement has been towardds greater clo
oseness
to
o nature. As a result, the sshare of broadleaved
tre
ees and shru
ubs has increeased, pure spruce
sttands have decreased
d
annd a trend tow
wards
mixed
m
stands has been obbserved.

Forest damage is a continuo
ous challenge (IIndicator 2.4)
Damage
e caused by storm
s
and ba
ark beetles a
are
among the most sign
nificant problems of the
past deccades. A connection of th
his development witth climate change is rathe
er likely. Fur-thermore
e, there are harmful
h
facto
ors that endanger tthe stocks off individual tre
ee species a
all
over Ausstria, for exam
mple the ash
h dieback
caused b
by the Chala
ara fraxinea fungus. Dam age by g
game has been on a high
h level for
many ye
ears and often prevents th
he necessaryy
regenera
ation.

Growing
G
share of dead
dwood (Indicator
4..5)
Dead wood in the form of sstanding tree
e stumps
an
nd lying trunk
ks provide a habitat for a multitu
ude of organisms and beccomes an im
mportant
co
omponent of the forest sooil after humidificatio
on. Many spe
ecies dependd on deadwo
ood durin
ng part of their life cycle. S
Since the nin
neteen
niineties the sh
hare of deaddwood has almost
do
oubled and now
n
amountss to about 8.4
4
m³/hectare,
m
which is 2.5% of the total stock.
s

High sh
hare of pro
otected fore
ests (Indicattor
4.9)
In Austria, about 830
0,000 hectare
es of forests
are locatted in areas identified under nature
conserva
ation law; this correspond
ds to 21.5% of
the total forest area.

onalisaeiighties, as well as adminiistrative ratio
tio
on measures
s have led to declining nu
umbers
off employees..

w
prom
motes clima
ate proThe use of wood
te
ection and green econ
nomy (Indiccators
6..7 and 6.9)
Using the rene
ewable raw m
material woo
od from
su
ustainable fo
orest manageement has a positive
im
mpact on clim
mate protectioon and on the green
ec
conomy and strengthenss Austria as a busine
ess location.
Presently, app
proximately 338 million cubic metre
es of wood are
a processeed in Austria per year.
Th
his wood is not
n entirely frrom Austrian
n forests;
allmost 10 million cubic meetres are imp
ported.

The pro
otective efffect of fore
ests safeguards human ha
abitats (Indiccators 5.1 annd

Th
he largest tim
mber consum
mers are the sawing,
pa
aper and boa
ard industriess. The share
e of wood
us
sed to generate energy hhas continuously
ris
sen over the past few yeaars.

5.2)
Almost o
one fifth of th
he Austrian fo
orest area
(820°000
0 hectares) are
a so-called
d "protective
forests", which mean
ns forests having a protecctive effecct. They prottect infrastruc
ctures like
settleme
ents, roads, cables
c
and pipes (forestss
with obje
ect-protecting
g effect) as well
w as soil a nd
water (siite protecting
g forest).
n
The Initia
ative Protecttion By Fores
st (in German
"Initiative
e Schutz durrch Wald", ab
bbreviated
ISDW) h
has proved to
o be a suitable planning
and subssidisation insstrument to preserve
p
and
d
enhance
e object-prote
ecting forests
s and will be
continue
ed on an area
a of about 38
85,000 hectares in tthe framework of the upc
coming Rurall
Development Progra
amme.

Forests
s are a sign
nificant eco
onomic fac
ctor (Indicators 6.2, 6.5,
6 6.8)
ood, paper and board inTogether with the wo
ant role in
dustries forestry playys an importa
economyy.
In 2012 tthe forestry sector
s
accou
unted only forr
about 1.8
8 % of the GDP;
G
in absollute terms th
he
gross va
alue added amounted to 5 billion euro
o.
However, with a fore
eign trade surrplus of 3.69
9
billion eu
uro the value
e-added chain of foresttimber-paper is one of
o the most im
mportant
items of Austria's forreign trade.
About 30
00,000 perso
ons draw an income from
m
the foresst- and wood
d-based secto
or. The signifficantly increasing me
echanisation and technica
al
developm
ment of timber harvesting
g which has
taken pla
ace since the
e beginning of
o the ninete en

Modern
M
train
ning and aadvanced trraining
en
nsures sus
stainable fo
orest mana
agement
m
(Indicattor 6.13)
Fo
orestry training is orienteed towards th
he conce
ept of sustain
nable, multi-ffunctional forrest
management
m
as well as toowards the jo
ob opportu
unities of its graduates
g
in the differentt fields of
prroduction. It takes
t
accounnt of nationa
al and
in
nternational education
e
stra
rategies. Aus
strian
fo
orest expertis
se is estimateed and dema
anded
world-wide.
w
Affter declining
g numbers off students an
nd gradua
ates from the
e study brancches forestry
y and
wood
w
technolo
ogy were obsserved for so
ome
tim
me, this trend
d has reverssed now and student
nu
umbers are rising
r
again.

Special focu
us on sociaal and cultu
ural
as
spects of forests
f
(Ind icators 6.11 and
6..17)
With
W the help of targeted m
measures the
e social
an
nd cultural as
spects of fore
rests can be develop
ped and mad
de noticeablee.
More
M
than 1,000 persons hhave already
y been
tra
ained in spec
cial "certificaate courses" on fores
st-related education and on the issue
e "Fores
sts & Culture
e". With somee 41,000 offe
ers for
kindergartens, schools andd adults, gra
aduates
off those cours
ses reached approximate
ely
62
20,000 perso
ons during thhe 2007-2013
3 period.
Under the title
e "Green CAR
RE Wald" forrest topic
cs of relevanc
ce to societyy are bundled
d in order
to
o better integrate them intto regional and
a oper-

ational procedures. A particular task to be pursued in this field is the development of specific
health and therapy offers in and around forests.

Austria takes big efforts to promote
sustainable forestry on the international level (Indicators 7.1, 7.2, 7.3)
The objective of Austria’s foreign-policy endeavours is to promote the breakthrough of
sustainable forest management principles, if
possible all over the world. Austria proactively
participates in the process of shaping international forest policy, in particular at the United
Nations Forum on Forests, in the Climate Convention, in the Convention on Biodiversity and
in the Ministerial Conference on the Protection
of Forests in Europe.
A second priority is bilateral know-how and
technology transfer as well as support for projects on sustainable forest management. In
2013 alone, 12 forest-related projects were
publicly funded in the scope of development
cooperation (€ 7.6 million) and received technical assistance from Austrian organisations.
Furthermore, international organisations active
in fields of relevance to forests received about
€ 300,000 of financial support.

For more detailed information, please
see the 2015 Forest Report at
https://www.bmlfuw.gv.at/dam/jcr:c097960992aa-4b89-8ddb482ddd5af699/Austrian%20Forest%20Report
%202015.pdf

